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The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by NHPR along with the most significant programming 

treatment of those issues for the period listed above. The listing is by no means exhaustive.  

Topic: Health 

Date: Time: Duration 

(mm:ss): 

Program 

Title 

Description 

2/19/20 9:00 am  60:00 The 

Exchange 
Scientists agree: one of the best ways to delay the health 
issues related to getting older is exercise. We talk with 
author Judy Foreman, who's compiled the latest and most 
compelling research in her new book, Exercise is 
Medicine: How Physical Activity Boost Health and Slows 
Aging. 

1/22/20 9:00 am  60:00 The 

Exchange 
"Medicare-for-all" is a phrase we hear a lot lately on the 
presidential trail, but we're taking a step back to talk about 
how Medicare, which was designed to provide health 
insurance for older Americans and those with disabilities, 
has evolved since its creation. We look at how Medicare is 
working now.  

3/30/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange 
For Granite Staters struggling with mental illness -- and 
those caring for them -- fears about COVID-19 have added 
layers of anxiety. Telemedecine can help but not in all 
cases, and protective gear needed for in-home visits is 
scarce.  Community mental health centers, considered 
essential services, remain open around the state, with as 
many services as possible being provided remotely. But 
case managers must still at times drive patients to get their 
prescribed injections, and mobile crisis team members 
must respond in person in crisis. We talk with those 
managing these situations, trying to help while also 
keeping themselves safe.  
 

 

Topic: Education 

Date: Time: Duration 

(mm:ss): 

Program 

Title 

Description 

3/18/20 9:00 am  60:00 The 

Exchange  
As colleges and universities across the state are sending 
students home for longer spring breaks and remote 
learning, we discuss how higher education institutions are 
preparing for the coronavirus. Are they ready to protect 
their staff and students from the outbreak? We'll talk with 
Dr. Michelle Perkins, Allie Reyes, Dr. Larissa Baia and 
Daniela Allee about what challenges they're facing as 
students leave campus and as they prepare for the coming 
months.  

3/3/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
New Hampshire schools do not have a formal sex 
education curriculum, and the classroom is not the only 
way kids learn about sex, gender, and sexuality these 
days. So how are they learning about sex, and what are 
they learning, good and bad, from their peers, their 
parents, and the internet? Listeners, how do you talk to 
your kids about sex? And what did you wish you had when 
you were younger?  

1/9/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
We talk to the authors of a new book, "The Truth About 
College Admission: The Family Guide to Getting In and 



Staying Together."  As college admission professionals, 
they see how the college search process has turned into a 
grim pressure cooker, when it should offer a positive 
opportunity for growth and self-discovery.  They also push 
back on many common beliefs, such as the notion of 
a  "perfect" school and the value of college rankings.  

 

Topic: Politics 

Date: Time: Duration 

(mm:ss): 

Program 

Title 

Description 

3/4/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange 
Analysis and reflecting following Super Tuesday voting in 
fourteen states and one U.S. territory. More than 1,300 
delegates — about a third of the total — are decided on 
Super Tuesday, more than on any other day in the primary 
election.  We examine the impact of huge states like 
California and Texas, and discuss results out 
of  Massachusetts, home state of Senator Elizabeth 
Warren and former Governor Bill Weld, whose primary 
challenge against President Trump continues.   

2/24/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
We recap results from caucuses in Nevada with political 
observers and journalists on the ground in Nevada as they 
pivot to South Carolina primary on Saturday, Feb. 29. We 
gauge the impact of last week's debate and consider voter 
turnout in these states, widely recognized as being more 
diverse than New Hampshire or Iowa.  

1/3/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
The Exchange sits down with U.S. Sen. Cory Booker 
before a live audience at NHPR's Concord studio. 

The Democratic presidential candidate and former 
mayor of Newark, New Jersey, has been calling for 
national unity, criminal justice reform, and closing the 
racial wealth gap. We'll talk with the senator about 
these issues and more, including foreign policy. 

 
 

 

 

Topic: Economy 

Date: Time: Duration 

(mm:ss): 

Program 

Title 

Description 

1/6/20 9:00 am  60:00 The 

Exchange 
2019 was a big year in economic news, from a trade war 
with China to rumors of a recession, to booming growth in 
some sectors, and lagging in others. We look at the big 
takeaways from last year, and what to watch in 2020, from 
real estate to workforce growth. 

3/11/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
As schools close, business travel is cancelled, and more 
offices encourage people to work from home, we look at 
how response to the spread of the coronavirus impacts our 
economy in New Hampshire, and what global economic 
volatility might mean for the Granite State.  



3/31/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange 
New Hampshire continues to see unpredecented 
claims for unemployment benefits, as non-essential 
businesses across the state have been forced to 
close until May 4 in response to the pandemic.  

We'll talk with Rich Lavers, deputy commissioner of 
New Hampshire's Employment Security office, about 
these changes, what they mean for you, and help to 
answer your unemployment questions.  

 
 

Topic: Environment  

Date: Time: Duration 

(mm:ss): 

Program 

Title 

Description 

1/27/20 9:00 am 60:00 The 

Exchange  
We talk with former U.S. Secretary of Energy 
Ernest  Moniz about the threat of nuclear weapons and 
strategies for strengthening nonproliferation policies. We'll 
also discuss  his work on a dramatic plan called "Clearing 
the Air," which describes how to remove many gigatons of 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. 

1/23/20 9:00 am  60:00 The 

Exchange 
Will large-scale solar energy take off in New Hampshire? 
Although far behind its New England neighbors in 
producing solar energy, there are several major projects in 
the works that could significantly boost capacity here.  But 
these expansive installations can face challenges and 
opposition, even among renewable energy supporters.  
 

       
 

 


